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It’s no secret that certain social groups have predominated India’s business and trading history, with business traditionally
being the preserve of particular ‘Bania’ communities. However, the past four or so decades have seen a widening of the
social base of Indian capital, such that the social profile of Indian business has expanded beyond recognition, and
entrepreneurship and commerce in India are no longer the exclusive bastion of the old mercantile castes. In this
meticulously researched book – acclaimed for being the first social history to document and understand India’s new
entrepreneurial groups – Harish Damodaran looks to answer who the new ‘wealth creators’ are, as he traces the transitional
entry of India’s middle and lower peasant castes into the business world. Combining analytical rigour with journalistic flair,
India’s New Capitalists is an essential read for anyone seeking to understand the culture and evolution of business in
contemporary South Asia.
This book features selected papers presented at the Fourth International Conference on Nanoelectronics, Circuits and
Communication Systems (NCCS 2018). Covering topics such as MEMS and nanoelectronics, wireless communications,
optical communications, instrumentation, signal processing, the Internet of Things, image processing, bioengineering, green
energy, hybrid vehicles, environmental science, weather forecasting, cloud computing, renewable energy, RFID, CMOS
sensors, actuators, transducers, telemetry systems, embedded systems, and sensor network applications in mines, it offers
a valuable resource for young scholars, researchers, and academics alike.
This book presents the select proceedings of the second International Conference on Recent Advances in Mechanical
Engineering (RAME 2020). The topics covered include aerodynamics and fluid mechanics, automation, automotive
engineering, composites, ceramics and polymers processing, computational mechanics, failure and fracture mechanics,
friction, tribology and surface engineering, heating and ventilation, air conditioning system, industrial engineering, IC
engines, turbomachinery and alternative fuels, machinability and formability of materials, mechanisms and machines,
metrology and computer-aided inspection, micro- and nano-mechanics, modelling, simulation and optimization, product
design and development, rapid manufacturing technologies and prototyping, solid mechanics and structural mechanics,
thermodynamics and heat transfer, traditional and non-traditional machining processes, vibration and acoustics. The book
also discusses various energy-efficient renewable and non-renewable resources and technologies, strategies and
technologies for sustainable development and energy & environmental interaction. The book is a valuable reference for
beginners, researchers, and professionals interested in sustainable construction and allied fields.
Detective fiction has never lacked devoted fans. The undying popularity of Sherlock Holmes and Hercule Poirot vouch for
that fact. In the early thirties, a detective by the name of Byomkesh Bakshi made an unobtrusive entry into the world of
Bengali fiction. He preferred calling himself a satyanneshi, a seeker of truth, and within days was a household name,
courtesy his cerebral skills and the exciting situations he found himseft in. In the tradition of Doyle and Christie, Byomkesh
is accompanied on his adventures by his friend, Ajit, Slightly obtuse and the perfect foil to him.
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One after another dead bodies are found in the jungle which sends everyone in a tizzy. A question of whodunit arises on the face of
everyone. Read the fast paced book to know how the serial murder mystery is solved.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on Advances in Computing and Data Sciences,
ICACDS 2016, held in Ghaziabad, India, in November 2016. The 64 full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 502
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on Advanced Computing; Communications; Informatics; Internet of
Things; Data Sciences.
• Strictly as per the new Semester wise syllabus for Board Examinations to be held in the academic session 2021-22 for class -12 •
Largest pool of Topic wise MCQs based on different typologies • Answer key with explanations • Revision Notes for in-depth study •
Mind Maps & Mnemonics for quick learning • Concept videos for blended learning • Includes Topics found Difficult & Suggestions
for students. • Dynamic QR code to keep the students updated for 2021 Exam paper or any further CISCE notifications/circulars
The nautanki performances of northern India entertain their audiences with often ribald and profane stories. Rooted in the peasant
society of pre-modern India, this theater vibrates with lively dancing, pulsating drumbeats, and full-throated singing. In Grounds for
Play, Kathryn Hansen draws on field research to describe the different elements of nautanki performance: music, dance, poetry,
popular story lines, and written texts. She traces the social history of the form and explores the play of meanings within nautanki
narratives, focusing on the ways important social issues such as political authority, community identity, and gender differences are
represented in these narratives. Unlike other styles of Indian theater, the nautanki does not draw on the pan-Indian religious epics
such as the Ramayana or the Mahabharata for its subjects. Indeed, their storylines tend to center on the vicissitudes of stranded
heroines in the throes of melodramatic romance. Whereas nautanki performers were once much in demand, live performances now
are rare and nautanki increasingly reaches its audiences through electronic media—records, cassettes, films, television. In spite of this
change, the theater form still functions as an effective conduit in the cultural flow that connects urban centers and the hinterland in an
ongoing process of exchange.
The State of India's Democracy
4th International Conference, ICACDS 2020, Valletta, Malta, April 24–25, 2020, Revised Selected Papers
The Fallen Patriot of Delhi
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This book constitutes the post-conference proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
Advances in Computing and Data Sciences, ICACDS 2020, held in Valletta, Malta, in April 2020.* The
46 full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 354 submissions. The papers are centered
around topics like advanced computing, data sciences, distributed systems organizing principles,
development frameworks and environments, software verification and validation, computational
complexity and cryptography, machine learning theory, database theory, probabilistic representations.
* The conference was held virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
A man will do almost anything when a rich and beautiful woman offers him fifty thousand dollars just
to make a telephone call. But when that telephone call is part of a fake kidnap plan to extract five
hundred thousand dollars from one of the richest men in the world, only a sucker would gamble on
the deal paying off in his favour. Harry Barber is a sucker. After three and a half years in jail for a
crime he didn't commit, with no job and no money, he is the perfect target of a brilliant plan to frame
him for the brutal murder of a young girl.
‘Miles and fears’ is an engaging fiction novel that speaks aloud about the fears a soldier’s family
copes with when the soldier stands miles away to guard the nation. It is a romance novel that has
been set in Kashmir and new Delhi. The story revolves around a Kashmiri Hindu girl who has endured
the pain of exodus in her childhood. Shireen doesn't understand what triggered the exodus of
Kashmiri Pandits. Having witnessed frequent bloodshed and religious riots in Kashmir, every day, she
struggles to free herself of the fears of losing her parents. She only sees the ruthless, marauding face
of the Indian Army in Kashmir. Hence, relocating to Delhi is the only way she finds to get rid of fears.
Major paramjeet Singh is a fearless, valiant, sturdy soldier who willfully conducts counterterrorism
actions. He is well-known for military tactics. He is a man of stability in a difficult, violent situation,
even in his personal life. He accidentally met shireen in the cacophony of bomb blasts. Since he saved
her family and accomplished the mission, shireen became inclined towards him. Gradually a series of
unplanned meetings brought them closer. In the process of getting grips with one fear, she eventually
coats to the ocean of fears when she marries a soldier. I Mr an is shireen’s Tower of strength. He is
her only companion to celebrate her little achievements, as trivial as hitting snowballs right on the
target. While life was unfolding delightful chapters, a mishap happens which turns their lives upside
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down. It outrages shireen, weakens her strongest bond. So, will shireen be able to fight her fears?
Does she ever find peace and achieve her aim? What made her stronger? Find the answers in the
winsome story of this Novel which can melt even the hardest heart.
‘Balzac could not have done better’ —The Financial Express In this sparkling collection of stories,
India’s best-known writer addresses some pertinent questions: Why do we believe in miracles? Can a
horoscope guarantee the perfect wife? Is the Kamasutra a useful manual for newlyweds? Margaret
Bloom arrives in Haridwar from New York to save her soul. But she soon discovers that there are
temptations even on the banks of the holy Ganga. Madan Mohan Pandey, amateur astrologer and
scholar of ancient Hindu texts, finds to his horror that his doe-like bride is not quite what he had
expected. Pious Zora Singh, Pride of the Nation, rumoured to be a chaar sau bees and a womanizer,
silences his detractors by earning the Bharat Ratna. Devi Lal makes his peace with a fickle God when
his daughter-in-law delivers a son, following secret visits to the Peer Sahib’s tomb. And Vijay Lall,
emboldened by his miraculous escape from death, decides to act upon his silent obsession with
Karuna Chaudhury, which takes him to a shifty soothsayer behind the Khan Market loo. Khushwant
Singh returns to the short story after decades to deliver a truly memorable collection—humorous,
provocative, tongue-in-cheek, ribald and even, at times, tender.
Intelligent Computing and Innovation on Data Science
The Oath of the Vayuputras
The Shiva Trilogy Book 3
Caste, Business, and Industry in a Modern Nation
Advances in Computing and Data Sciences
Nanoelectronics, Circuits and Communication Systems
Abu'l-Fath Jalal-ud-din Muhammad Akbar, popularly known as Akbar I, also as Akbar the Great, was the
third Mughal emperor, who reigned from 1556 to 1605. Akbar succeeded his father, Humayun, under a
regent, Bairam Khan, who helped the young emperor expand and consolidate Mughal domains in India.Birbal;
born Mahesh Das; (1528-1586), or Raja Birbal, was a Hindu Brahmin advisor and main commander (mukhya
senapati) of army in the court of the Mughal emperor, Akbar. He is mostly known in the Indian
subcontinent for the folk tales which focus on his wit. Birbal was appointed by Akbar as a minister
"mantri" and used to be a poet and singer in around 1556-1562. He had a close association with Emperor
Akbar and was one of his most important courtiers, part of a group called the navaratnas (nine jewels of
Akbar). In 1586, Birbal led an army to crush an unrest in the north-west Indian subcontinent where he
was killed along with many troops in an ambush by the rebel tribe. He was the only Hindu to adopt Din-i
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Ilahi, the religion founded by Akbar.By the end of Akbar's reign, local folk tales emerged involving his
interactions with Akbar, portraying him as being extremely clever and witty. As the tales gained
popularity in India, he became even more of a legendary figure across the Indian subcontinent. These
tales involve him outsmarting rival courtiers and sometimes even Akbar, using only his intelligence and
cunning, often with giving witty and humorous responses and impressing Akbar. From the twentieth century
onwards, plays, films and books based on these folk tales were made, some of these are in children's
comics and school textbooks.The stories of Akbar and Birbal have been read and heard since childhood,
which can be judged by the wisdom and wisdom of Birbal, these stories are very interesting and they are
very knowledgeable, inspiring, and more qualified. Through this book, it will be our endeavor to make
available the famous stories of Akbar-Birbal in one place so that they can easily be read and some can
be learned from them.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the International Conference on Information and Communication
Technologies held in Kochi, Kerala, India in September 2010.
Life would have been easier had it been possible for us to plan falling in love; more importantly, avoid
falling in love . . . ‘Love is not for you,’ she told herself. Inside—just like any girl—she desired to
be loved. She had accepted her life the way it was, till one day love showed up unannounced, uninvited!
That's the thing with love. It doesn't take permission. It's in its very nature to gatecrash into our
lives. Standing face-to-face with love, she finds herself asking, ‘Is this love right?’ The answer is
not simple. It never was . . . This intense love story will shake every belief you've ever had about
love.
In India Positive, bestselling author and columnist Chetan Bhagat brings together essays that work as a
manifesto for change. Examining a gamut of subjects—from education to employment, from GST to
infrastructure, from corruption to casteism—Bhagat reflects on what we can do right in order to move
forward and become a truly modern, progressive country. He expresses in these pages his belief that, if
we want to see reform, we—as citizens—need to be the solution. If our country is to shine, Bhagat says,
we need to stand up and be ‘India Positive Citizens’. In a world ridden with negativity, these simply
written, perceptive and solution-driven essays are a must-read for anyone invested in the present and
future of India.
Mistakes Like Love and Sex
Fifty Years of Indian Classical Music and Dance in Singapore
International Conference, ICT 2010, Kochi, Kerala, India, September 7-9, 2010, Proceedings
The Girl of My Dreams
Palatwaar
Miles And Fears
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"Does true love really exist? Can a kiss change your life? At sixteen, Diksha, like any girl her age, finds her life revolving around school, boys and endless
hours of fun with her best friend. But one day, all that changes. What starts as an innocent crush explodes into something far beyond her control. Eighteen
years later, she finds herself in a dilemma. Urged by a twist of events, a wish list is born. But can a wish list help her piece back her life together? Will she
succumb to the tangled mess of an extramarital relationship?"--Page [4] of cover.
Different than other usual time management books available, this book details 30 strategies and tactics proven methods to get more done in the 24 hours
that every single human being on earth has been granted. Discover how to maximize your time by setting priorities, create useful schedules and learn to
overcome procrastination, how to boost your energy level and productivity with good habits, proper food habits, exercise and sleep. Learn how to use the
latest technology etc. can enable you to manage information and communicate more effectively and efficiently.
We are in the car. She’s looking at me. I can see the love in her eyes for me. Then a huge crash. She’s flung out of the window. I’m thrown out too. A pool
of blood. Her eyes are still on me . . . but now it’s a death stare. I am Daman and I wake up to this nightmare. Every. Single. Day. Waking up from a long
coma, Daman learns that he was in a massive car crash with a girl who vanished soon after the accident, leaving him for dead. Strangely, all he remembers
is a hazy face, her hypnotic eyes, and her name—Shreyasi. To come to terms with his memory lapse he starts piecing together stories about himself and
Shreyasi from his dreams, which he then turns into a hugely popular blog. When he’s offered a lucrative publishing deal to convert his blog pieces into a
novel, he signs up immediately. However, he gives in to editorial pressure and agrees to corrupt the original edgy character of Shreyasi. Big mistake. From
then on Daman is stalked and threatened by a terrifying beauty who claims to be Shreyasi and who will stop at nothing to make him pay for being a sell-out.
Before Daman fights back, he needs to know: Is she really who she claims to be? What does she want from him now? What if he doesn’t do what she wants
him to? The Girl of My Dreams is definitely not your usual love story.
This volume maps the breadth and domain of genre literature in India across seven languages (Tamil, Urdu, Bangla, Hindi, Odia, Marathi and English) and
nine genres for the first time. Over the last few decades, detective/crime fiction and especially science fiction/fantasy have slowly made their way into
university curricula and consideration by literary critics in India and the West. However, there has been no substantial study of genre fiction in the Indian
languages, least of all from a comparative perspective. This volume, with contributions from leading national and international scholars, addresses this
lacuna in critical scholarship and provides an overview of diverse genre fictions. Using methods from literary analysis, book history and Indian aesthetic
theories, the volume throws light on the variety of contexts in which genre literature is read, activated and used, from political debates surrounding national
and regional identities to caste and class conflicts. It shows that Indian genre fiction (including pulp fiction, comics and graphic novels) transmutes across
languages, time periods, in translation and through publication processes. While the book focuses on contemporary postcolonial genre literature production,
it also draws connections to individual, centuries-long literary traditions of genre literature in the Indian subcontinent. Further, it traces contested
hierarchies within these languages as well as current trends in genre fiction criticism. Lucid and comprehensive, this book will be of great interest to
academics, students, practitioners, literary critics and historians in the fields of postcolonialism, genre studies, global genre fiction, media and popular
culture, South Asian literature, Indian literature, detective fiction, science fiction, romance, crime fiction, horror, mythology, graphic novels, comparative
literature and South Asian studies. It will also appeal to the informed general reader.
Recent Advances in Mechanical Engineering
Jungle Mein Lash
Time Management
Proceedings of ICTIDS 2019
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International Conference, ADCONS 2011, Surathkal, India, December 16-18, 2011, Revised Selected Papers
Iben Safi

Vimal reaches Khairgarh to rescue his old friend Jagmohan, but there he comes face to face with his
murky past.
Cheated by her young and handsome Spanish boyfriend, Kaveri is back in India to follow a career as an
artist and to find her dream man. However, getting involved with an older man, making out with the
hottest star in Bollywood, teaching a hot, upcoming actress Hindi . . . her goals seem nowhere in sight.
Starting afresh seems to have thrown her off completely and she begins to see the superficial life that
she’s been leading. It’s time to take some hard decisions. With fresh hope and a new philosophy, Kaveri
begins to focus on her goals. Things begin to look up when there is a kindling of romance across Twitter
and she’s starts to understand her true calling. She might finally be moving in the right direction!
It was the house of their dreams. Now it's their worst nightmare . . . THE GRIPPING NEW SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER AND CRIME BOOK OF THE MONTH 'A well-plotted tale . . . Intriguing. Twisty. Surprising.
Touching. Enjoyed it' DOROTHY KOOMSON 'I couldn't think of anything else whilst reading this. The plot
was so well crafted, the characters so realistic' 5***** READER REVIEW 'Secrets, skeletons, mothers and
daughters - and some absolutely corking twists! A cracking thriller, I loved it' EVE CHASE 'Spine-chilling'
SUNDAY TIMES _________ When Saffron Cutler and boyfriend Tom move into 9 Skelton Place, they didn't
expect to find this. Two bodies, buried under the patio over thirty years ago. When the police launch a
murder investigation, they ask to speak to the cottage's former owner - Saffy's grandmother, Rose, whose
Alzheimer's clouds her memory. But it is clear she remembers something . . . What happened thirty years
ago? What part did her grandmother play? And is Saffy now in danger? . . . _________ 'This book has
everything I love: murder, a taut and fiendishly clever plot and nail-biting tension' EMMA CURTIS
'Combines a tight, gripping, plot and truly shocking twist, with beautiful writing and emotion. A thriller with
a heart' NUALA ELLWOOD 'A darkly absorbing mystery' CRIME MONTHLY 'Twisty, nail-biting, and utterly
absorbing, you won't be able to put The Couple at No. 9 down' LOUISE O'NEILL 'Expansive, emotional, with
one of the very best end twists I've ever read. Douglas at her heart-stopping best' GILLIAN MCALLISTER
'The perfect gripping holiday read' LESLEY PEARSE Praise for Claire Douglas 'Few people do psychological
thrillers as claustrophobic and as creepy as Claire Douglas' Tim Weaver, bestselling author of No One
Home 'Thrillingly tense and twisty' B. A. Paris, bestselling author of Behind Closed Doors 'Stunning . . . with
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a killer twist' Closer 'Perfect for fans of The Girl on the Train' Marie Claire 'Twisty, exciting yet so very real'
Gillian McAllister, bestselling author of Anything You Do Say
Shiva has accepted his destiny, but it has brought him to despair. Can he heal himself and the people who
look to him as a god? Today, Shiva is a god. But four thousand years ago, he was just a man - until he
brought his people to Meluha, a near-perfect empire founded by the great king Lord Ram. There he
realised he was the Neelkanth, a barbarian long prophesied to be Meluha's saviour. But in his hour of
victory fighting the Chandravanshis - Meluha's enemy - he discovered they had their own prophecy. Now
he must fight to uncover the treachery within his inner circle, and unmask those who are about to destroy
all that he has fought for. Shiva is about to learn that good and evil are two sides of the same coin . . .
Byomkesh Bakshi
Advanced Computing, Networking and Security
The Couple at No 9
Kala Manjari
Pasts and Future Histories
This Love that Feels Right . . .
The Golden age of Indian industry, as it now seems in retrospect, lasted from 1951 to "62. and industrialists of the lime
were not afraid to think ahead and plan big. Among the entrepreneurs who led this Industrial resurgence, four were
particularly outstanding, G.D. Birla, Walchand Hirachand, Kasturbhai Lalbhai and, J.R.D. Tata. Gita Piramal, author of the
acclaimed Business Maharajas, sensitively recreates the Lives and Times of these four titans of industry. She draws upon
hitherto untapped sources of information to Sketch her profiles, making htis perhaps the closest Look at these legends
this fair. Thought provoking and incisive. Business Legends is a compelling Account of ambition and achievement.
Mukesh Mathur Series Criminal lawyer Kamlesh Dixit has been accused of killing ex-employee Abhay Singh Rajpuria, the
owner of Crystal Lodge. Ace lawyer Mukesh Mathur decides to defend him. His investigation leads him to several other
suspects the cops have conveniently chosen to ignore. According to them, Kamlesh Dixit was caught red-handed with the
money stolen from Crystal Lodge, and a witness had also seen him escaping from the crime scene. Despite all evidences
against Dixit, he continues to plead innocent. Will Mukesh Mathur win the Crystal Lodge Murder case?
Ekantika Pakrashi has just lost the love of her life. Preliminary reports suggest it was no accident. Her boyfriend was
murdered in cold blood and the modus operandi resembles that of India's most notorious serial killer of the 1990s: the
Cellotape Killer. He was never caught, and if this indeed was him, then he had resurfaced after twenty-one years.
Ekantika swears to find the killer and get an emotional closure, but what she doesn't know is that in the process she may
end up wounding herself irreversibly. Follow this exciting chase as the dark alley turns out to be a twisted labyrinth and it
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seems the killer is actually coming for . . . her. Whisper To Me Your Lies is a fast-paced, chilling crime thriller and a
poignant tale of a girl's single-minded obsession to find out who altered her life. And why.
'My life begins at the Y...' Abandoned as a newborn at the doors of the local YMCA and then bounced between foster
homes, Shannon eventually finds stability in the home of Miranda, a single mother with a daughter of her own. But as
Shannon grows, so do her questions. Will she ever belong? Who is her true family? And why would her parents abandon
Shannon on the day she was born? The answers lie in the heartrending tale of her mother, a headstrong young woman
trapped in a series of events that will change her life forever.
Paradise and Other Stories
Grounds for Play
The Nautanki Theatre of North India
Business Legends
Indian Genre Fiction
Case No. 56

The inside track to India's most powerful tycoons The eight business maharajas profiled here are among Asia's most powerful industrial
tycoons, Their combined turnover runs into billions of rupees, and between them they employ some 650,000 people, while indirectly affecting
the lives of millions more. Sip a cup of tea, drive to work, listen to music, build a house and the chances are that in these and a myriad other
ways you are using products that they manufacture or market. By any yardstick, the achievements of these men would rank among the great
business stories of our time. How did these men build their enormous empires? What are their management secrets? How did they thrive and
prosper even as others failed? What is their vision for the future? Top business writer and industry insider Gita Piramal draws on exhaustive
interviews and in-depth research to discover the answers to these and related questions in her profiles of the men who will lead the country's
push to become an industrial superpower in the 21st century.
The story begins with a group of people hiding in the forest. They are escaping from someone as they search for their savior. Something that no
one had ever imagined even in their worst nightmares had happened in this world. What is the secret that all these people are running away
from? A woman named Monica is taking these people towards an unknown destination. Shivay had instructed her to go to this destination as
soon all this would begin. What exactly has begun? What kind of dark secret has appeared before the world? What is it that everyone is running
away to escape from? Who is this Shivay, and how did he know this secret in advance? Where is Shivay right now? Where is this destination
that Shivay had told Monica about, and towards which she is taking all these people? Trusting in Shivay, Monica is looking for someone called
'K'. Who is this 'K'? Does 'K' really exist or is he just a figment of Shivay’s imagination? Will Monica ever be able to find ‘K’? Is 'K' their
protector? As the story progresses, some dark secrets of this world and the universe are revealed. These secrets were kept hidden from the
common man until the present. Get ready to witness the biggest story of this era. Get ready to find out all the hidden secrets. Get ready to enjoy
the journey of ‘K’ filled with romance, action and mysteries.
A brilliant but sadistic safe-breaker; a beautiful seductress; an expert young hunter and an ace pilot with a shady past - this is the team that
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undercover operator Armo Shalik assembles to steal the priceless Borgia ring from millionaire Max Kahlenberg's closely guarded fortress in the
remote and deadly African bush. But when Kahlenberg finds out they are coming, the gang's expedition turns into a strictly one-way safari - to
slaughter ... 'Insanely readable' Observer
This book covers both basic and high-level concepts relating to the intelligent computing paradigm and data sciences in the context of
distributed computing, big data, data sciences, high-performance computing and Internet of Things. It is becoming increasingly important to
develop adaptive, intelligent computing-centric, energy-aware, secure and privacy-aware systems in high-performance computing and IoT
applications. In this context, the book serves as a useful guide for industry practitioners, and also offers beginners a comprehensive introduction
to basic and advanced areas of intelligent computing. Further, it provides a platform for researchers, engineers, academics and industrial
professionals around the globe to showcase their recent research concerning recent trends. Presenting novel ideas and stimulating interesting
discussions, the book appeals to researchers and practitioners working in the field of information technology and computer science.
First International Conference, ICACDS 2016, Ghaziabad, India, November 11-12, 2016, Revised Selected Papers
Select Proceedings of RAME 2020
Mastaan
Proceeding of NCCS 2018
30 Principles for the Best Utilization of Your Time
New Essays and Selected Columns
Wilkinson.
This book constitutes revised selected papers from the International Conference on Advanced Computing, Networking and
Security, ADCONS 2011, held in Surathkal, India, in December 2011. The 73 papers included in this book were carefully
reviewed and selected from 289 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on distributed computing,
image processing, pattern recognition, applied algorithms, wireless networking, sensor networks, network infrastructure,
cryptography, Web security, and application security.
K – the Last Warrior
The unputdownable and nail-biting Sunday Times Crime Book of the Month
Business Maharajas
Just Another Sucker
Information and Communication Technologies
The Vulture is a Patient Bird
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